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AIR FLOW AROUND FINNED CYLINDERS
By M. J. BIWJVOORTAND VERN G. ROLLIN

SUMMARY

A shdy was made to deter?mh? i%e aw-jbw churacter-

ishh around jinned cylhuikrs. Air--w didribuiim b
gwen for a smooth cylinder, for a$nned ylinder hawing
Several jin spacings and jin widlhs, and for a cylinder
m“th several types of bajle wn”thva.riow entrance and exit
shapes.

Z&? re8u.H8 of the8e tests show: Thai jow character-
i-stica around a ylinder are not so critical to changes in
jin width w thy are to jin spacing; that the entrance of
the bajle km a murked injluence on its ej%iency; that
properly o?migrwd ba~ increme the air jlow over the
rear of tlu cylinder; and thui these te+w%check those of
hml-tranafer tats in the choice of the best baj?e.

INTRODUCI’ION

Several investigations of the flow of air over flat
plates and around smooth cylinders have yielded valu-
able information on boundary-layer phenomena. No
published results are available, however, of the interiin
velocities of the air flow around a tinned cylinder. The
velocity distribution in the fln space determines the
boundary-layer chmacteristics at agivenposition around
the cylinder. The fact that the entire mechanism
of cooling is not given by these measurements does
not influence the conclusions ta be drawn relative to
fin spacing, fin width, and pressure drop around the
cylinder.

The present invedgation was made to determine the
effect of changes in b width, fin pitch, and cylinder
diameter on the i.nteriin velocity Qf a cylinder model.
Baffles found tn be the best in tests of electrically
heated cylinders (reference 1) were also tested. Inter-
iin velocities with and without bailks for each of several
positions around the cylinder were measured for five
tunnel air speeds from approximately 38 to 145 miles
per hour. The velocities in the exit passage of tie
baffles were in most oasesmeasured for the same tunnel
air speeds, The. method of measurement made it
impossible to measure the air flow in the boundary
layer; it was possible, however, to measure the veloci~
distribution throughout the space between adjaoent fins.

In a study of the entire problem of engine cooling it
is imperative that the completa picture of air flow about
the ‘individual cylinders and baffles be known, for ob-

viously the study of air flow is a very effective means of
kwrning the conditions that give the best cooling with
the least drag. Separate studies of flows over flat
platesand over cylinders might supposedly be sufhient
Logive a working picture of the desired phenomena.
[t is believed, however, that the fins on the cylinder
xeab a mutual interference, so that conclusions drawn
Eromtests other than those of the combination itself
might be misleading. The acceleration of the air
wound the front part of the cylinder, the deceleration
wound the rear, and the effect of the cylinder tins in
~timulating the formation of the boundary layer on
the cylinder are known to exist but are W3icult to
visuake in their proper pempective except by measure-
ment.

Temperature meas~ements must be supplemented
by air-flow measurements to show why one condition is
good and another poor. Temperature measurements
alone show only the condition; air-flow measurements,
correlated with temperature measurements, show the
cause.

APPARATUS

Wmd tunneL-The air-flow measurements around
the cylinders were made in a 30-inch closed-throat
wind tunnel dwigned to give air speeds up to 200 miles
per hour. (See reference 2.) The tunnel air speeds
were measured with a pitot-static tube located to one
tide and ahead of the test specimen to reduce the inter-
ference effect. Ahoneyoomb grill in the tunnel entrance
reduced air disturbances.

Apparatus for measuring the air flow around a
oylinder.-The sir flow between the fins and in the
front and rear of the cylinder waa in dl cases measured
with impact and static tubes. The tubes between the
fins were placed tangential to the cylinder wall; the
holes in the static tubes and open ends of the impact
tubes were in a given plane passing through the axis of
the cylinder. Never more than two tubes were located
in a given space between two fins. An impact tube
ma located in one space and a static tube in the same
position in an adjacent space, a procedure based upon
the assumption that the flow through all the spaces
used is identical. No justification can be given for
such an assumption except that both static and impact
pressuresvary in a regular and reasonable manner from
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cylinder wall to fin tip. Of the various means by which
such a survey n@ht have been made this method ma
the most practicable for such an extended survey.

The pitot-static tubes were made of sWess steel
seamless tubing with a 0.002-inch thick wall. Two
tube sizes were used; the 0.040-inch out&de diameter
tubes were used for the velocity survey ahead of the
cylinder and in the baffle exit passages, and the 0.015-
inch outside diameter tub- were installed between the
Ens to obtain the interfin velocities. The impact

inch to the cylinder wall. Measurements across the
tin spacing showed no measumblo variation in velocity,
indicating that the boundary layer along the fin waa
less than 0.010 inch. In the determination of the
average velocity between the fins at a given position on
the cylinder, the velocity was assumed to be constant
across the fin spacing.

Cylinders and baffles.-The iinned cylinders used
in theso tests were made of flat circular disks of difFer-
ent diameters clamped together with a fi-inch rod

(4 Interftnanderittnk. (b) BaffleeI1100d&d in P18w.

FIGUREl.—Assunbly of flnnul W oylindar. The ayhder can be rotated about Its wntml axis te obtain meamroments at vmloua e.nglmwltb rmpwt to
tbe air skwuu

tubes were made by cutting the tubes off square and
removing the burs from the ends. The static tubes
were made by olosing and rounding off the ends and
then drilling four 0.004-inch holes symmetrically
around each tube about % inch horn the closed end.
Although, as previously stated, never more than two
tubes were located in a given space, all subsequent
references to the tubes will be made as though they were
alI located in one space. Usually eight pairs of tubes
were used to determine the air flow between the iins.
Tubes were located both along the center line between
the fins, and as close as 0.010 inch to the fins and 0.020

through their central axis. (See fig. 1 (a).) The fin
disks were made of %,-inch flat steel stock and the
spacers of sheet aluminum. Two sets of disks were
required to make up a cylinder, one set of large diam-
eter serving as flus and another group of smaller
diameter and the proper thicknew forming the cylinder
proper and giving the desired spacing between the fins.
Both sets were always made from selected materials to
secure perfectly flat surfaces and uniform thicknesses.
The variation in iin spacing ma never greater than
0.002 inch. Enough disks were assembled to give a
cylinder 5 to 11 inches in length, depending on the
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Iqmcing. Cylinders of two I.maediamete.m,4.66 and 7
inches, were used. The 4.66-inch cylinde~ had b
widths of ~, ~, Ix, and 3 inches and fin SpfLC@ of ~a,
% %, Z, and X inch. The cylinder could be rotated
about its central rims to obtain readinga at several
points with one set of pitotistatic tubes.

Bcdlles (figs. 1 (b) and 2) were made of )&inch sheet
aluminum annealed and rolled into shape. They were
mounted around the cylinder symmetrically with
respect to its central axis. One set of inner baffle
(fig. 2, II-M) waa mado and tested to see if it were
possible to guide the air farther around the rear of the
cylindom. These baffles were partly slotted so that
they could be installed between the fis.

TESTS

Air-flow measurements of the unbaffled cylinder com-
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2 percent and the velocities are believed to be accurate
to within &5 percent.

Most of the baflle tests were conducted on the 4.66- -
inch cylinder having x-inch &s with %-inch spacers.
The badle used, found to be the best from previous
tests (reference 1), fitted tightly against the fins and had
an entrance angle of 140° and 3-inch extensions. The
width of the exit passage was so proportioned that the
ratio of exit area to area between & at ~ht angles
to the direction of the air stream was 1.6, giving the
optimum exit opening for the aforementioned cylinder
a width of 2.1 inches.

BafEe I was a standard shell baffle with an entrance
angle of 140°’and an optimum exit 2.1 inches wide with
3-inch plates. (See fig. 2.) A complete velocity survey
wasmade with the bfiw in contict with and separated
X inch from the fin tips. (See Ix and IL, @. 2.)
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FIGURE Z—Phi vfewof oylhdar and Me arrar@ments @ted.

bhmtions were made with air speeds of approximately Complete velocity surveys with baflies II, III, and IV
38, 56, 80, 110, and 145 miles per hour, at positions O{ were made to determine the effect of changes in entxance
9=15°, 45°, fIOO, 120°, and 135° from tie fpont of fie angle and exit width on the flow c.haracteristic.gmound
cylinder witi fin spacings of ~o, ~, j-f,and ~ inch and the cylinder and throug+ the exit of the baffle. Five
fin widths of %, %, l%, and 3 inches. Tests of the 3- entrance angles (40°, 100°, 140°, 180°, and 220°) were
in’ch fins were limited to spacings of ~, %, and ~ inch. tested with each of the three exit widths (1.5, 2.1, and
The vibration of these fins made it necessary to use 2.5 inches). The velocity survey for the baffle tests
four sets of small interiin spacars located to offer a was made at angles of 15°, 45°, 900, and 135° and, in
minimum of int+xference to the air flow in the vicinity addition, at points 5° ahead of and behind the forward
of the pit&static tubes. One set of tests was also edge of the baflle (e. g., 85° and 95° for the 180°
made of the %-inch fins using ~,-inch spacing. entrance).

Both the velocity and the static pressure, read on a Baffles V and VI were tested to deter&e the effect
U-tube water manometer, were measured for all tests. of a pressure-type baffle on the flow characteristics
The static pressure was used as a guide to detect errors around the cylinder. They had standard exit passages
or to determine any anomalous behavior. The manom- and flared entrances of 6- and 8-inch radii, respectively.
eter fluid showed no fluctuation because the small Baffle VII rcxunbles II-D very closely and shows
tubes damped the fluctuations in the air stream. The the effect of a small flare on the flow characteristic
tubes checked a standard pitot.-static tube to within w-henused with a closely fitting brdlle.
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Baffle VIII was tested on the 4.66-inch diameter
cylinder with Y.&inchfins and %~-inchSPWXS. Velocib
surveys were taken around the fins and throu@ the
exit passage for entrance angles of 40°, 100°, 140°, 180°,
and 220°. The optimum exit passage was used on this
baflle so that the width of the exit opening for this fin
spacing was 1.2 inches.

Ba&lesIX and X were tested on the 7-inch diameter
cylinder with %-inch fins and %-inch spare=. VelociQ
surveys were made with each baflle having 6-inch and
3-inch exit-passage lengths to determine the effect of
the cylinder diameter on the optimum exit passage.
BrdHeX had the same entrance opening as btie IX

D;sfance from ‘cenferof funne~ inches

FmuEE3.-VddtY surveyoftumd & *OIL v,,lW III-P.h.

but the exit opening, instead of being 1.6 times the
cross-sectional area between the @ had the same
angular opening in the rear as baille D, so that the
exit width was 3.38 inches.

In addition to the teds of finned cyliudem, a similaI
vwloci~ survey was made on a smooth cylinder 4.66
inches in diameter to compare the results witi
theoretical calculations.

RESULTS

Two velocity surreys were made in the throat of th[
tunnel at a tunnel air speed of 100 miles per hour; on[
along the diameter of the cylindar (extended) perym
dicular to the axis of the tunnel, and the other at twc
stations ahead of the cylinder along horizontal lines per.

]endicuhm to the tunnel axis. The results of these
mrveys are shown in figure 3; the calculated curvsa
we based upon a nonviscous potential flow in free
)pace.

Although an integration of the experhnentnl curves
‘or air-speed distribution across the tunnel indicates
hat the pitot-static tube is so located that the readings
we about 6 percent high, no correction has been applied
]ecause the uncorrected results will be more directly
:omparable with other studies made in the tunnel.
Furthermore, the results presented here me more
nduable for the comparison of flow characteristics
mder different conditions than for absolute vahm.
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Preliminary measurements were made of the air
low around a smooth cylinder. Figure 4 shows both
;he measured and the calculated air speeds. It is
nteresting to note that the experimental curves grad-
mlly approach the theoretical curves as the distance
kom the cylinder wall is increased and that the bound-
my-layer thiclmess for some of the settings is less thnn
).040 inch, the closest point measured.

The data were reduced to valuea of V., average
i.nteriinvelocity, and V~, tunnel air speed, and the
resultswere tabulated at 100 VJV~. The data on the
unbaflled cylinder are tabulated in table I; tables II
to IT give the data for the complete seriesof baflle tests
cmthree diflerent cylinders, including the variations of
baftle shape and of entrance and exit openings.
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The results are given in two forms: As iigures show- the angle corresponding to the maximum value of
ing the air flow for typical cases, and ss tnbl= E&J-Wma.
the ratio of average velocity (VJ tm the tunnel airspeed All the test data for the 4.66-inch cylinder with
(VJ for the intefi and exit measurements. The %inch iin spaces for various brdllesare shown in figures
plotted values are for a tunnel air speed of 100 miles 8 (a), 8 (b), 8 (c), ~d 9 ~d iII tabl~ H ~0 ~. In
per hour and the tabular data are for tunnel air speeds figure 10 and in table VI similar resuha are given for
of 50, 100, and 150 mihx pa hour. the %-inch spaciug on the same cylinder diameter.

The results of tests of the unbailled 4.66-inch diam- Remdts of tests of the 7-inch cylinder are shown in
eter cylinder for all fin widths sad spacings are shown in figure 11 and table V. The results plotted in ilgures 8,
table I and @ure 5. The fin spacing and the angular 9, 10, and 11 agree with those shown in figure 7 in that
stition (9) at which the measurements were made me the maximum air flow occurs with the bafile opening
designated on the figure. Each group of curves is for predicted by measurements on the unbaflled cylinder.
a pfiticular h width. SimilaI resuh for
the 7-inch diamebr cylinder are shown in
table V and in figure 6.
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Figure 7 helps to explain part of the phe-
nomena encountered in the tests of cylinders
with baiiles. The curves are Dlots of 9
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against the average air speed ‘multiplied
by a factor K, which is the ratio of the cooling
men of the particular fin spacing to the cooling
area of the fi-inch spacing. The results presented are
those for the 4.66-inch diameter cylinder with a %-inch
b width. The factor K multiplied by the air speed,
although it is not an exact measure, should give a good
indication of relative cooling for a given fin width at a
particular point on the cylinder. The curves show
definitely that better cooling should result from closely
spaced ii.ns. The best entrance angle (p) for a cylinder
bailie for maximum cooling of the cylinder is given by

The most desirnble entrance angle, m shown by tho
ligure9, is 140°.

The results from tests of bafllea II, III, and IV are
show-nin figure 12. The brdlle with the 140° opening
and 2.1-inch exit gave the maximum air flow between
the fins.

Figure 13 gives a direct comparison of the relotivo
cooling of several of the arrangements tried in addition
te the calculated and experimental velocity distribution
around the 4.66-inch cylinder without baffles. Baffle
II-C and VII are the best of the five plotted,

.
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There are many published studies on boundary layer
for various types of bodies. Doetsch, ~Ma, Thorn,
I?age, and Pye are among those who have made ex-
periments and calculations that are most directly ap-
plicable to this problem. (See references 3 to 10.)
Doetach studied the problem of veloci~ and tempera-
ture gradient near the surface of a heated flat plate in
an air stream. His results check theory in that both
gradient curves have the same form. The tests were
run at low velocities so that the boundary layer was
laminar. Thorn has made boundary-layer experiments
and calculations for the flow around a cylinder which
am in close agreement but which, like those of Doetsch,
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thickness at 45° for a tunnel air speed of 100 miles per
hour is calculated to be 0.035inch. Pye has analyzed the
entire mechanism of cooli@ around a finned cylinder.
His article is a completi summary of the whole prob-
lem rather than a detailed study of any one part.

In iigge 14 a comparison is made between a cooling
and a velocity curve. The curves indicate how much
cooler a given location is than the rear position on the
cylinder wall at which the cooling is considered zero.
This comparison, although not physically correct, is
presented to correlate temperature and velocity meas-
urements. The discrepancy is caused by the fact that
the cooling is not show to be due directly to boundary-
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Fmwiw 8.—EiTect of exit width on fnterfln velodty of lmflfwf oyllnders hnvIIw sevoraf entmmm angles V,, ICOm. p. h.; fln width, thcm-fourths inoh; h ~m,
one-fourthfnch.

are for Iaminar flow. Fage presents results, both layer conditions. The boundary layer and the veloc-
experinmntal and calculated, for turbulent flow about
rLcylinder. Although the results given in the subject
paper for a smooth cylinder at 45° (@. 4) do not
present satisfactory boundary-layer measurements,
they do, however, agree with Fage’s experiments at
49° in that the boundary-layer thickness is less than
the closest point taken in these experiments. It is
evident from the shape of the curves that the boundary
lwyeris less than 0.040 inch thick. The boundary-layer

ities outside the boundary layer; ho~ever, are depend-
ent upon each other, and therefore the comparison
presented here has real physical siggcance even
though it is slightly out of proportion.

The velocity corresponds to a tunnel air speed of 50
miles per hour. Two cases are presented: (a) No
baffle, and (b) with the II-C baflle.

In both cases the cooling and velocity curves near
the front of the cylinder are dissimilar, owing to the
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fact that an unnmsured radial component of velocity
and a relatively thin boundary layer over the front of
the cylinder exist and that relatively cool air comes
directly in contact with the cooling surfaces. In wiew
of these considerations, the lack of similarity is to be
expected.

Farther around the cylinder the two cases must be
treated separately. The expected similarity of the
two curves of the unbaffled cylinder is evident. It
would be incorrect, however, w ascribe the cooling
over the rear two-thirds of the cylinder directly to
velocity because the cooling-air temperature is rising,
the boundary layer is getting thicker, and there is

The velocity distributions shown in figure 8 indicata
that the decrease in cooling is caused by the thick
boundary layer next to the cylinder, emphasizing the
importance of using closely fitting bafllea.

Another factor of considerable importance in actual
cooling is the type of cylinder baffle used, w shown in
previous tests. The loss in total head as the air flows
around a brdlle-enclosed cylinder (fig. 16). is typical of
all the combinations studied.

The curve for the 40° opening is obviously incorrect
as energy once lost cannot be regained. It is believed
that this erratic behavior is caused by the extreme
turbulence at the entrance.
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breakaway of the air flow from the rear that gives
cooling phenomena rather easy to visualize but ex-
tremely difficult to predict. The vortices releaaed at
the breakaway certsinly give excellent cooling in
particular regions and undoubtedly keep the cylinder
temperature in the rear much cooler than would be
expected.

The baffled cylinder is even more illustrative thm
the unbailled one because of the simpler phenomena.
The velocity must remain the same; therefore, any
change in the cooling must be due to changes of the
boundary layer and the temperature of the cooling air.

The effect of the entrance angle p on the loss in total
head is clearly shown in figure 15 for various positions
e around the cylinder. An entrance angle of 140° gives
the most uniform loss in head and, M previously
shown, provides the best cooling. It is apparent from
these cnrvea why one baiile is better than another.

Figure 16 shows the loss in total head through the
bafElesper inch of mean fin circumference for the 4.66-
inch cylinder with %- and J&inch spacings. CurVOA
is plotted for four sets of data, two exit witlths and
two entrance angles; and curve B is plotted for only
one condition. The results show that the rate of pres-
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sure drop through the baffle is very sensitive to changes

in fin spacing. The rate of pressure drop $= aV’

where n is 1.8 and 1.6 for %1-and Z-inch spacing, re-
spectively. Baffles giv@ a large loss in total head at
the entrance or exit obviously cannot give a mtium
interiin flow around the cylinders. Those having a
UR.ifOllll d.1’t)p begiwing just ahead of the baffle entrance
gave the highest average &r flow and over-all heat
transfer.
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Some of the baffles in common use, termed “mising”
baflles, are plaged in such a relation to the cylinder
that they induce a mix@ of the air at a point where
more cooling is desired. As long as ample cooling is
available, this practice is legitimate; but, when over-all
cooling becomes n seriousproblem, such a wasteful prac-
tice cannot be continued.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The results presented here do not pretend to be
directly applicable to solving the cooling problem on a
cowled and bafled cylinder usingpremme cooling.The

resultson pressure drop, the general behavior of the
.baffle in influencing the flow mound the rear of the
cylinder, and the study of fin spacing, however, are
directly applicable. The study of entrance wmditions.

. .

for rLbaflled cylbder obviously applies only to o cylin-
der in a free air stream. Special emphasis should be
placed on the results of the tests of flow around the
rear of the cylinder, which show the very great impor-
tance of close bailling for maximum heat transfer and
minimum energy loss.

2. Flow characteristics around a cylinder are not as
critical to changes in fin width as they are to fin
spacing.

3. Velocity measurements check temperature mma-
urements in the choice of the best baffle.

4. The position of the entrance of the baffle haa a
marked influence on ita efficiency.

5. The maximum air flow and the maximum heat
transfer are both obtained with the same exit opening.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL k!imoN.4uTIa.w LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMEWJEIXEFOR AEIRONAUTIOS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., November 7, 19$5.
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TABLE I.—DATA FOR THE 4.66-INCH CYLINDER WITH NO BAFFLES
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\.

?In~ca,
lnchm ‘\

‘\

}fe . . . . ----------

hi-------------------

ii -------------------
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}L-__ . . . . . . . . . .

)6-. . . . . . . . . . . ---

%-----------------
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4a o-
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---------
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........-

5.:
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34.6
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e=w
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e-m

e-m

.--------
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---------
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........- -.
.........

a’
64.2
3L 8
47.7

W2.o

19.0
la 2

2:
. -------

16.8
24.1

2?

z:
433

;XICQ where

66m. p.h
v,= ;OJ

3

TABLE 11.-DA A FOR THE 4.66-INCH CYLINDER
HAVING %-IN E FINS AND j4-INCH SPACERS WITH
BAFFLE I

‘\\Pas3tlnn

\ B%e
mmbotlng

‘\ “deq$em
\

15_________ / g:

1

11(LO
46-_ -......_ IC136

Im 4
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1
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1.2716
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Exit-------- 77.1
77.5

130002-37-17
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TABLE 111.-DATA
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FOR 4.66-INCH CYLINDER HAVING %-INCH FINS AND %-INCH SPACERS WITH. BAFFLES
II, HI, AND IV

I v. Wimp.h. 5)m. p. h.
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----------

[
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I II, mochfcd by I&MfOlet.
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TABLE IV.—DATA FOR THE 4.66-INCH CYLINDER
~~IF;G i~N~HA~ISw#D ?4-lNCHSPACERSWITH

d 1?

I 60m. p.k
~XIW where V,.!W

154
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TABLE V.—DATA FOR 7.O-INCH CYLINDER HAVIN(
~&INCH I?INS AND Z-INCH SPACERS
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‘ABLE VI.-DATA FOR 466-INCH CYLINDER HAVING

~
4-INCH FINS AND

lf
a-INCH SPACER9 WITH NO

AFFLE AND WITH AFFLE VIII
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